The geometric optical aberration theory of diffraction gratings.
The theory of the formation of a spectrum by means of an equally spaced grating has been studied in considerable detail by methods of geometrical optics. The difference of approach, compared with other papers on this subject, is mainly in the choice of the pupil coordinates. It appeared to be essential to take the orientation of these coordinates around the normal to the grating surface as a variable. Consequently, the variations from known results may be considerable. Another difference of this paper is the way the deviations from perfect imaging are considered. Furthermore, the shape of the grating surface is given in the form of a general series expansion in order to cover all kinds of surfaces, and the location of the object is not limited to small distances from the Rowland plane; grazing incidence in an extreme offplane mounting is therefore included. The results give the position of the spectral image, generally lineshaped by astigmatism, with the coordinates of the center of this line and two slant angles. Expressions are also derived for length and radius of curvature of the astigmatic line and the width of this line caused by coma and spherical aberration. Finally, conditions are derived for the optimum slant angle of a slit and the shape of the grating surface for minimum aberrations. Extensive checks with ray tracing completely covered the results in this paper.